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Theory of star formation

Monday 8th

– 17.15 – 18.00   Molecular clouds and star formation:              
                         Introduction

Tuesday 9th

– 13.15 – 14.00  Molecular clouds: structure, physics, and        
                        chemistry

– 16.00 – 16.45  Cloud cores: statistics and evolution

Wednesday 10th

– 11.15 – 12.00  Protostars 
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Protostars

The goals
– know basic models of low-mass/high-mass star 

formation

– know the basic constituents of a protostar

– know tracers available for the study of protostellar 
systems
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Protostar

● collapse of a cloud core results in the formation 
of protostar(s)

– object whose luminosity results mainly from 
accretion

– accretion ongoing, gravitational energy is 
transformed into heating of the gas

– pre-main sequence phase = fusion reactions have 
not yet started
● hydrogen fusion requires ~107 K
● if mass remains below ~0.08 solar masses, the result is 

a brown dwarf
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Models

● spherical inside-out collapse
● collapse through ambipolar diffusion
● results from numerical MHD
● low mass stars vs. high mass stars

– (competitive) accretion, protostellar collisions
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● the initial, themally supported core being ~
J
 

● in an unstable core, collapse starts from the 
outside

● in an isothermal core, the collapse results in a 
steep density profile, ~r -2 

– Larson (1969), Penston (1969)

● mass infall rate ~c
s
2/G

– applicable even in case of non-thermal support,     
c

s
2 →  c

s
2 + v

turb
2 + v

A
2 
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Inside-out collapse
– singular isothermal sphere with no thermal support, 

no magnetic field (spherical symmetry!), no rotation 
(Shu 1977): start with  r -2

– infall region extends inwards on free-fall timescale, 
after the protostar has formed and the rarefaction 
wave propagates outwards at sound speed

– more generally, initial condition could be any slightly 
perturbed hydrostatic solution

– evolution depends on the initial conditions, initially 
strongly but later only marginally
● e.g., mass accretion rate tends towards                         or  

                                                                                            
                                                                                
implying a scales ~0.5Myr for a solar mass protostar 

dM
dT

~ cs
3
/G

dM
dT
≈2×10−6 M Sun  T

10K 
3 /2

yr−1
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Stahler & Palla, Sect. 10

mass infall rate after the formation of the protostar...

– inner part n~r-3/2, outer n~r-2

– for more recent models, see McKee & Ostriker 
(2007) Sect. 4 and references therein
● different initial conditions, rotation, turbulence, magnetic 

fields, etc.
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Collapse through AD
● depending on the mass-to-flux ratio, magnetic field 

can provide significant support against collapse
– thermal support is strongest in dense parts

– if field lines follow collapse, M/ remains constant

– ambipolar diffusion can increase M/, especially in 
dense parts
● time scale  

 or                                        (Mouschovias 1979)

– when drift speed approaches sound speed, the core 
can continue hydrostatic contraction

AD ~ L /v drift =
4 nne 〈 ui 〉
∣∇×B×B∣

AD ≈ 1.8×106  x i
10−7 yr
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Ciolek & Mouschovias (1994)

– envelope remains 
magnetically 
supported, n~r -1.5...-1.9

– accretion still 
controlled by 
ambipolar diffusion
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– ambipolar diffusion allows mass to slowly accrete 
without dragging all field lines with it

– because of magnetic reconnection, the final rapid 
collapse will not necessarily  drag field lines to the 
protostar

– at still later stages, Ohmic dissipation may become 
important (=high densities)

Stahler & Palla, Sect. 10
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Angular momentum

● clouds always contain motions that, when 
amplified by the collapse over a range of scales 
~105, cause rapid rotation

– in cylinder geometry, centrifugal force increases as 
r -3 while graviation increases only as r -2

– the existence of accretion disks shows that 
angular momentum is a problem for accretion

– the angular momentum problem affects time 
scales but does not eventually stop star formation
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the reasoning (e.g. Lodato 2008)
– typical values given by Jeans length and Jeans 

mass

– for T=10K and µ=2.3, Jeans length is ~0.1pc for a 
one solar mass core

– estimate for a typical angular momentum is

– infalling material should end up at a Keplerian orbit 
where

– this implies radiae for one solar mass star

LJ =
2cs
4G

, M J =  LJ
3
= G 

3 /2

c s
3

−1/2

j ≈ core LJ
2
≈ 1021

−1022 cm2 s−1

jK = GM R

Rdisk =
j2

G M
≈ 102

−104 AU
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● how to lose angular momentum?
– direct magnetic breaking

● protostar is connected to its surroundings through 
magnetic field which exerts a breaking force

– the understanding of breaking and the loss of 
angular momentum requires understanding of 
disks and outflows

– obviously angular momentum is lost, because 
accretion rates are non-negligible
● from 10-11 solar masses per year in brown dwarfs to 10-9 

to 10-7 in normal T Tauri stars and up to 10-5 solar 
masses per year in massive stars

F=
1

4
[∇×B∇ B ]

Stahler & Palla
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Accretion disk
● conservation of angular momentum leads to 

flattened structure around the protostar
– found probably around all protostars although 

information on massive stars is still incomplete

– accretion disk = material is accreted onto the disk, 
transported inwards, fed into the protostar

– the shape is dictated by the accretion flow and the 
balance between gravitation, rotation, thermal 
pressure, and magnetic fields

– sizes from ~1000 AU (molecular) to ~10AU 
(visible)

– start by considering them as static systems...
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– Keplerian disk

– gravitational potential dominated by the central 
mass, disk is not massive and is rather thin

– assuming the disk is heated by radiation from the 
central object, temperature profile is expected to 
be a powerlaw
● according to Stahler & Palla (p. 656) for thin but 

optically thick disk

● in observations, the                                           
temperature profile is                                                    
not quite as steep

T ≈  2
3

1/4

R star /R 3/4T eff

v=G M
r
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=sin 

F= f ∫B d 

f =〈grazing angle 〉=
2


sin

F in ≈
2

3
BT eff

4 Rstar

r 
3

F in = F out≈T dust
4

⇒

T =  2
3

1/4

R star

r 
3/4

T eff
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● Flared disk
– assuming gravitational potential is dominated by 

the central object, vertical balance requires
 

                                                                             
which leads to a result that disk scale height 
depends on temperature and radius

– the central object can illuminate full surface

– the grazing angle is                    , and the flux on 
the surface is proportional to /r 2 

– the temperature (still assuming an optically thick 
disk) is 

1

∂ P
∂ z
=−

d 
d z

⇒
∂ P
∂ z
=−G M ∗

z

r3

 z ≈ c s
r
v
∝ T 1/2 r3/2 c s∝T

1 /2 , v∝r−1/2

 ∝ T 1/2 r3/2

T ∝  r2 
1/4
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– calculating grazing angles consistently with the radial 
temperature profile results in relations

– the flaring has obvious consequences, not only for 
thermal dust emission but also lines observable in the 
outer disk
● one should also take into account vertical temperature 

gradient, heating in the disk, convection, finite optical depths, 
photoevaporation etc.

 ∝ r 2/7 , T ∝ r−3/7
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Dullemond et al. (2007)
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Ramos, Ceccarelli, Elitzur (2007)
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role of viscosity (see Lodato 2008)
– start with equation of motion and continuity

– in cylinder coordinates, using vertically integrated 
stress tensor components T, the equation for the 
-component becomes

∂ v
∂ t
v⋅∇v = −

1


∇ P−∇⋅ −∇

∂
∂ t


1
R
∂
∂ R R vR  = 0

 ∂ v∂ t 
vR v
R
v R

∂ v
∂ R  = 1

R2
∂
∂ R R2T R 
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– with continuity equation, this can be rewritten

● left side = Lagrangian derivative of angular momentum 
per mass

● right side = torque exerted by viscous forces

– for Keplerian rotation

– assume further a simple shear viscosity

∂
∂ t  Rv 

1
R
∂
∂ R Rv R R v =

1
R
∂
∂ R

R2T R

v = GM /R ,  = v/R = GM /R3 , R v = GMR

R = v R
d
dR
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– in this simple case

– using again the continuity equation, one can solve 
radial velocity                                                           
                                                                                 
                                                                               
and get an equation for surface density

● diffusion equation, disk evolution dictated by viscosity

● see Lodato (2008), Shu et al. (2007)

∂
∂ t

 R2
 1

R
∂
∂ R

 v R R
3
 = 1

R
∂
∂ R

v  R3Q ' 

vR =
∂
∂ R

v  R3Q '  /R ∂
∂dR R v  = −

3
 R1/2

∂
∂ R

v R1/2 

∂
∂ t

=
3
R
∂
∂ R [R

1/2 ∂
∂ R

v  R1/2 ]
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Lodato (2008)
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● the accretion rate onto protostar can be 
parametrisized with an parameter ,                    
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) where Q is              
'instability parameter' 

● the rate depends on at least two processes

– Gravitational Instability: if a volume element is 
compressed, increased gravity may overcome 
pressure terms and disk is instable (Q~1 or below 
in the above equation)
● asymmetry, spiral patterns, eventually fragmentation

– Magneto-Rotational Instability: a field line gets 
extruded together with a perturbed volume 
element: constant  → larger centrifugal force

˙M ∗=
3 cs

3

GQ

Q=
c s

G 

 ~ GIMRI
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– also thermal instabilities: higher temperature 
implies higher heating
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Kratter et al. (2008)

=
M disk

M starM disk
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Outflows

● like disks, an integral part of the protostar phase
– bipolar outflows common to all accreting systems 

– inner ionized jet (velocities ~10 to ~100 km/s) and 
more massive neutral/molecular outflows 
(velocities ~10km/s or less)

– well collimated (age dependent)

– the jets exhibit internal shocks, bow shocks are 
observed when outflow collides with the ambient 
medium
● needs several tracers: xrays, visual lines, NIR lines (H

2
, 

[FeII]), infrared emission, radio lines...
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– outflows
● drive turbulence in the ISM and shock chemistry within 

outflow region (e.g. SiO, H
2
O)

● clear outflow cavities (visible as polarized scattered 
radiation) and eventually the protostellar envelopes

● transfer angular momentum from the protostar

– questions
● does outflow originate in disk, in protostar (or in 

between)?
● how is the outflow actually driven?
● how is the outflow collimated?
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● radiation pressure is not sufficient to drive 
outflows

● there exist two main MHD wind models
– x-wind model

● wind starts at the interaction region of the stellar 
magnetosphere and the inner disk

● stellar field concentrated close to the star where the 
disk co-rotates; terminal velocities ~100km/s possible 

– disk wind models
● larger region of the disk is threaded by the field that 

could be partially locally generated
● outflow velocity varies depending on the point of origin

– same mechanism, only point of origin differs
● ” magnetorotational launching”
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Combet et al. (2008)
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consider outflow along magnetic field lines (see, 
e.g., Pudritz et al. 2007)

– mass and magnetic flux are conserved along a 
field line → the mass load remains constant

– the toroidal field depends (through induction 
equation)                            but, because high 
mass load means dense wind, high mass load 
does correlate with strong field toroidal field

– conservation of angular momentum involves both 
mass and magnetic field

● relative contributions depend on mass load

k =
v p

B p

=
d Ṁ
d

= const.

B =


k
v−0 r 

r v−
r B
4k

= const.
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– the mass follows the field up to a point, where the 
outflow velocity exceeds Alfven velocity

● the angular momentum is (r
A
/r

0
)2 times the original 

angular momentum within the disk

– based on energy conservation, one can estimate 
the final velocity

● can drive high speed ouflows; inner flow will have 
higher velocity

– one can also derive a relation between accretion 
and outflow rates

● see Königl & Pudritz 2000
● observationally the ratio is ~0.1, consistent with r

A
/r

0
~3

v∞ = vescape
r A

r0

≫ vescape

Ṁ wind

Ṁ accretion

=  r0

r A


2

L = 0 r A
2
⇒ L /L0 = r A/r0 

2
≫1
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– beyond the Alfven surface, field is mainly toroidal   

                                                                              
and the Lorentz force exerts a pinch

– the degree of collimation varies depending on the 
mass loading
● can explain both tightly collimated jets and wide angle 

winds; however, collimation does not work in all 
situations

● dynamo action may produce magnetic fields that drive 
outflows but strong collimation seems to require 
ambient field

B/B p = r / r A

F = j z B
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Andre et al. (2008)
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Machida (2007)

Matsumoto (2004)
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– massive star formation differs from low mass star 
formation at least because of the higher radiation 
pressure and strong photoionization

– some ideas on the formation mechanism
● competitive accretion / turbulent core formation

– continued accretion; radiation pressure problem 
solved by removing spherical symmetry

– strong radiation from protostar prevents further 
core fragmentation

● collisions of lower mass protostars
– possible in dense clusters through star-disk 

interactions
– massive stars found preferentially in the centre of 

the clusters?

Massive stars
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Accretion luminosity
– assume initial energy of the system is zero

– in final protostar, thermal energy is U=-W/2 (virial 
theorem), and W=-GM2/R

star
 

● second term = dissociation and ionization of H and He
● third term = energy radiated during collapse

– radiated energy L
rad

 is close to accretion luminosity

● = radiation power assuming all kinetic energy is 
transformed into radiation

0 = −
1
2
G M 2

R star

 E int  Lrad t

Lacc ≡
G M Ṁ
R star
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Radiation pressure (McKee & Ostriker 2007, Sect. 4.3.3)

– if the protostar is massive enough, its radiation 
pressure should be sufficient to stop accretion

– stellar luminosity should equal Eddington 
luminosity

● equation involves dust opacity (per unit mass) because 
that is the main source of opacity for non-ionizing 
radiation;   ~ 8 cm2 g-1 or less

● however, dust becomes sublimated close to the star, 
within radius

Led =
4 cG M

d

R
¿
= 1.2×1015 L

LSun

1/2

cm
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– the luminosity of main sequence stars is

– there exists a zone where radiation pressure 
exceeds gravity provided that  M > 13 M

Sun
 

– rotation alleviates the problem
● higher ram pressure of disk accretion can overcom 

radiation pressure; radiation may also be beamed 
towards the poles thus reducing the pressure on the 
disk

– 3D simulations exhibit radiation driven Rayleigh-
Taylor instability where radiation can escape 
through lower density regions

L ≈ 10 M /M Sun 
3 LSun , 7 M SunM20M Sun
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Krumholz (2009)
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Krumholz (2009)
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Protostellar classes
P

ic
tu

re
: M

. H
og

e
rh

ei
jd

e

cores

protostars

pre-main sequence stars

main sequence stars
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Bachiller (1996)
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 ~ 106 v 

“starless core”
 ~106 v

 ~ 105 v   ~ 107 v 

Fi
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Excerpts from the latest Star Formation Newsletter...
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